
Preventing and 
Preparing for 
Active Shooter 
Events through 
Architectural 
Design

School safety design for maintaining 
safe learning environments



What is Design for School Safety?

Design for School Safety focuses on the physical security 
of students through special emphasis on facility design, 

preparation and education. 



Security assessments are 
imperative to highlight 

vulnerabilities.



During a security assessment, your emergency response plan and 
facilities will be reviewed. It is a VERY GOOD idea to include local ERTs 
such as representatives from the Fire Departments and Law 
Enforcement.  



Design for SCHOOL SAFETY Fundamentals

Entrance Control, Design, & Monitoring Security Cameras

Mass Communication System Classroom Design

Multi-Purpose Areas Walls

Safe Room Plan Educate and Prepare

Number of Exits Circulation Route Management

Small Offices for Local Law Enforcement



Entrance Control and Design

Only ONE entrance to gain 
access during school hours



BUFFER ZONE DONE RIGHT!



Security Cameras for Monitoring



Security Cameras are Ineffective 
without Monitoring

• Train your staff or hire 
trained staff

• Talk to your local Police 
Department for staffing 
ideas

• Do not wait to use security 
footage until it’s too late

Prevention is Key!



MASS 
COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM



The Importance of Classroom Design

Solid Core Doors
Panic Locks
Hinges on the Inside
No Windows



Multi-Purpose Spaces



Walls



Safe Room Plan
Locker or furnace rooms are good locations 

to harden for student protection

Hardening is ballistic protection, masonry walls, 
and solid core doors. Add an exit route and a 

good communication system.



EVACUATION 
FIRST! The 
more exits 
the better.



Circulation Route 
Management

•No place to hide
•Wide corridors
•Easy for staff to see



Small Offices for 
Local Law 
Enforcement



RECAP
Here’s what you can do next

• Select a knowledgeable and certified professional to do a 
security assessment.

• Design Consultation: Besides design recommendations, an 
architect can provide information on grant opportunities &
security equip vendors. Be sure to select an experienced, 
licensed school architect

• Educate your staff, students and parents

• Prepare your classrooms and Drill 

• Build relationships and teach mental health



BE PREPARED!
“Since 1980, not a single fatality has occurred in 

a U.S. school as a result of fire. In that same 
amount of time, thousands of students and staff 
members have been killed in school shootings… 
We need to apply the same preparation, training, 
and resources [that we do for fire prevention] to 

being prepared for an active shooter event.”           
-Don Moseman, ND Safety Council



CONFIDENT YOU ARE 
PREPARED FOR AN ACTIVE 
THREAT, EMERGENCY OR 

OTHER DISASTER?


